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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 3 6

Name  READING

My Story
Directions: Fill in the blanks. Use these sentences to write a story
about yourself.

I feel happy when __________________________________________.

I feel sad when ____________________________________________.

I am good at ______________________________________________.

These words describe me: _________________     _________________

_________________        _________________        _________________.

I can help at home by ______________________________________.

My friends like me because __________________________________.

I like to ____________________________________________________.

My favorite food is __________________________________________.

My favorite animal is ________________________________________.

Now . . . take your answers, and write a story about you!
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 37

READINGName  Name  READING

Phonics

Directions: Circle the silent letters in each word. The first one is
done for you.

Some words are more difficult to read because they have one or
more silent letters. Many words you already know are like this.

Directions: Draw a line between the rhyming words. The first one 
is done for you. 

knew try

sees bowl

taut stone

wrote true

comb song

straight trees

sigh home

known great

wrong caught

whole boat

Examples: wrong and night

w  rong answer autumn whole
knife hour wrap comb
sigh straight knee known
lamb taught scent daughter
whistle wrote knew crumb
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 3 8

Name  READING

Phonics

Directions: Circle the letters that make the f sound. Write the 
correct word from the box to complete each sentence. The first
one is done for you.

Sometimes, letters make sounds you don't expect. Two consonants
can work together to make the sound of one consonant. The f
sound can be made by ph, as in the word elephant. The 
consonants gh are most often silent, as in the words night and 
though. But they also can make the f sound, as in the word laugh.

1. The dolphins were playing in the sea. 

2. Did you have  time to do your homework?

3. A cold can make you  and sneeze.

4. The  ate peanuts with his trunk.

5. The road to my school is  and bumpy.

6. You had a  call this morning.

7. The  meat was hard to chew.

8. Studying  will help you read better.

9. The  has 26 letters in it.

10. We began to  when the clowns came in.

ele ph ant cough laugh telephone phonics
dolphins enough tough alphabet rough
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 39

READINGName  Name  READING

Phonics

Directions: Read the following words. Circle the letters that make
the k sound. The first one is done for you.

There are several consonants that make the k sound: c when
followed by a, o, or u, as in cow or cup; the letter k, as in milk; the
letters ch, as in Christmas; and ck, as in black.

Directions: Use your own words to finish the following sentences.
Use words with the k sound.

1. If I had a nickel, I would  .

2. My doctor is very     .

3. We bought ripe, juicy tomatoes at the                                            .

4. If I had a camera now,
    I would take a picture of  .

5. When my stomach aches,  .

a ch e school market comb
camera deck darkness Christmas
necklace doctor stomach crack
nickel skin thick escape
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 3 10

Name  READING

In some word families, the vowels have a long sound when you
would expect them to have a short sound. For example, the i has
a short sound in chill, but a long sound in child. The o has a short 
sound in cost, but a long sound in most.

Directions: Read the words in the word box below. Write the 
words that have a long vowel sound under the word LONG, and 
the words that have a short vowel sound under the word SHORT. 
(Remember, a long vowel says its name---like a in ate.)
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READINGName  Name  READING

Directions: Draw a line between the syllables in each word, and 
then write the word on the correct line below. The first one is done 
for you.

All words can be divided into syllables. Syllables are word parts
that have one vowel sound in each part.
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 3 12
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Syllables

Directions: Draw a line to match the syllables so they make words.
The first one is done for you.

When the letters le come at the end of a word, they sometimes
have the sound of ul, as in raffle.

Directions: Use the words you made to complete the sentences.
One is done for you.

1. Will you buy a ticket for our school raffle?

2. The ___________________________  pulled his head into his shell.

3. We could hear the bacon _______________________ in the pan.

4. The baby had one _____________________ on her birthday cake.

5. My favorite color is _______________________________________.

6. Look at that diamond _____________________________________!

7. The bald ________________________________ is our national bird.

8. Draw a ___________________________ around the correct answer.

can gle
tur cle
pur ple
cir kle
spar zle
raf dle
ea fle
siz tle
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Directions: Read the words. Then, divide them into syllables. The
first one is done for you.

compound word
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Comprehensive Curriculum - Grade 3 14
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Compound Words
Directions: Read the compound words in the word box. Then, use
them to answer the questions. The first one is done for you.

sailboat blueberry bookcase tablecloth beehive
dishpan pigpen classroom playground bedtime
broomstick treetop fireplace newspaper sunburn

Which compound word means . . .
1. a case for books?

2. a berry that is blue?

3. a hive for bees?

4. a place for fires?

5. a pen for pigs?

6. a room for a class?

7. a pan for dishes?

8. a boat to sail?

9. a paper for news?

10. a burn from the sun?

11. the top of a tree?

12. a stick for a broom?

13. the time to go to bed?

14. a cloth for the table?

15. ground to play on?

bookcase
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